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Barbara Sternberger, Beneath, oil on linen, 32 x 40 inches, 2019

Barbara Sternberger was born in Vancouver, Canada in 1957. She studied painting at the
University of California at Irvine, receiving her MFA in 1983. Sternberger’s art career
commenced in Southern California, then seamlessly continued in the Pacific Northwest
when she and her husband artist, Ed Bereal, moved to Bellingham, WA in 1993.

Sternberger has exhibited both regionally and nationally, and her paintings are included in
numerous private and public collections. Her work is deeply influenced by tenets of Ch’an
Buddhism and its relationship to painting: essence, truth, spirit resonance and breath.
Sternberger does not pre-plan her paintings, instead the content of the painting is revealed
as she creates it. The works are self-generating, and gradually evolve, not impacted by the
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Artist Trust received 42 applications for the 2020 Twining Humber & SOLA Awards. The 
applications were reviewed and the awardees were selected by an independent peer-review 
panel consisting of visual artists Pamela Awana Lee of Pullman. Barbara De Pirro of Allyn, 
and Deborah Lawrence of Seattle. This was the first Artist Trust grant panel to be held virtually 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic – to learn more about this process  visit our blog.




Artist Trust is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization whose mission is to support and encourage 
individual artists working in all disciplines to enrich community life throughout Washington 
State. Since its founding in 1986, Artist Trust has invested over $11 million in individual artists 
through its grant programs. The organization also provides a comprehensive suite of 
professional development training and resources to help artists achieve their career goals. In 
response to the COVID-19 crisis, Artist Trust launched The COVID-19 Artist Trust Relief Fund. 
The Fund is part of the organization’s immediate shift towards rapid response programming, 
with $650,000 reaching nearly 400 artists throughout 20 Washington State counties.  As a 
fundraising organization, Artist Trust is grateful to the many donors and partners who make 
our work possible. Learn more at artisttrust.org.


https://artisttrust.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0769f936b09d4feb6b9cbb92&id=e0c27490f1&e=6c7bd72b61
https://artisttrust.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0769f936b09d4feb6b9cbb92&id=21fc94510b&e=6c7bd72b61
https://artisttrust.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0769f936b09d4feb6b9cbb92&id=af3cfb4173&e=6c7bd72b61
https://artisttrust.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0769f936b09d4feb6b9cbb92&id=4beedfce78&e=6c7bd72b61
https://artisttrust.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0769f936b09d4feb6b9cbb92&id=b35b4fc2b2&e=6c7bd72b61


external world of objects, or by the desire to depict a “thing.” Her paintings appear
somehow familiar but are inexact. They offer mysterious hints of shared knowledge or
experience.

Long-time representation with Elizabeth Leach Gallery in Portland, OR, presented nine
solo shows of Sternberger’s work to date. Her paintings have been the subject of two solo
museum exhibitions: at the Museum of Northwest Art and the Whatcom Art Museum.
Sternberger’s work has been featured in the U.S. Art in Embassies Program.

A few times a year Sternberger shares her painting philosophy in private workshops
conducted from her annex studio. And although she does not hold an adjunct position,
Barbara has taught a painting course at Western Washington University every summer for
the past twenty-five years.
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Barbara Sternberger, 2018 Fellowship Winner
 

About the Artist 

Abstract painter Barbara Sternberger (Bellingham) was born in Vancouver, Canada in 1957. In 

1980, she earned her BFA and MFA in 1983 from the University of California at Irvine. Barbara 

has lived and worked in Bellingham since 1993. 

For 20 years, Elizabeth Leach Gallery in Portland, Oregon has represented Barbara and 

recently she also shows with Linda Hodges Gallery in Seattle. Solo museum exhibitions include 

the Museum of Northwest Art, the Whatcom Museum, and her work was featured in the U.S. Art 
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in Embassies Program. Since 1996, Barbara has taught painting at Western Washington 

University every summer and she also teaches private classes. 

To better express her elusive subject matter, she stopped the traditional use of oil paint 

application in favor of unique “handheld oil paint bars” that she makes herself. Her 

exhibition Confluence debuted these paintings and was reviewed by Richard Speer in October 

2013 ARTnews Magazine. 

From the Artist 

I am incredibly grateful to Artist Trust and the selection panelists for this award. Beyond 

providing the much needed and greatly appreciated financial support, this award offers valued 

recognition and encouragement from Washington’s arts community. 

At this particular juncture in my career, the timing of this award couldn’t be better. Several years 

ago, my painting subject matter necessitated a transformation of how I apply paint to canvas. 

After extensive experimenting, I gradually developed handheld oil paint bars. These bars have 

become an integral and indispensable part to my painting process. However, making these bars 

is extremely labor and time intensive. As a recipient of the Artist Trust Fellowship, I will use the 

funds to upgrade my ‘paint bar-making’ equipment. The new equipment will substantially reduce 

the time it takes to make the bars, thereby freeing my time for more painting. 

Barbara Sternberger 
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116 October 2013 ARTnews

reviews: national

artist. In all of his work, the tension be-
tween random gestural forms and stud-
ied, meticulous lines creates a dramatic
dialogue between hard-edge and free-
form. Indeed, the artist has said in an in-
terview that he prefers to “guide the
color into the spaces it wants to go with
drips that are both controlled and sur-
prising.”  —Tonia Shoumatoff

Ariel Freiberg
Miller Yezerski
Boston
Unlikely objects overlap and collide in
Ariel Freiberg’s lush oil paintings on
panel and linen. Of the seven works on
view in “Blazoning Arms” at the newly
merged Miller Yezerski Gallery, four
were oils on linen, all two-feet square,
offering startling portraits of stiletto
heels juxtaposed with gardening tools.
At first glance, sharp edges appear to
dominate these shoe works, which
Freiberg considers riffs on heraldry. De-
picted lying on their sides—one pair to a
painting—with spiky heels either meet-
ing at the center or thrusting outward
toward the work’s edges, the shoes are
visually bisected by such implements as
a trowel or a cultivating fork.  
If the themes of gardening and fashion

suggest a gentle, feminine universe,

these charged compositions challenge
that notion. The artist wields her paints
with the skill of a gardener handling
tools, setting these pointy objects
against backgrounds of soft zigzags or
sunset-like streaks. The shoes demon-
strate her painterly abilities—from the
bronze sheen of the pumps in Shake
Fork (2012) to the palette-like dappling
of the red pair in Blazoning Arms (2013).
Another sort of tension emerges in the

three smaller pieces on panel, which
present collages of illusionistic faces and
body parts, interspersed with seeming
tears in wallpaper or patterned fabric.
Within these abstract arrangements—
which evoke layers of tattered posters

on a wall—a cheek, an eyebrow, or an-
other feature flickers into view, only to
recede into the play of color and form. In
In Praise of Surfaces (2013), slices of
fleshy pink intermingle with noirish bits
of mesh and shadows and strips in
gaudy lipstick shades. Despite partial
glimpses of a nose and eye, the painting
revels in what remains unknown.
Throughout this show, Freiberg’s sur-
faces do not tell the whole story, instead
challenging the viewer to dig deeper.    

—Joanne Silver

Barbara
Sternberger
Elizabeth Leach 
Portland, Oregon
In the spring of 2012, feeling curtailed
by the constant need to reload her
brush with pigment, Washington artist
Barbara Sternberger improvised a solu-
tion. She packed dry pigments and a

liquid wax binder into a snow-cone cup.
Once the mixture hardened, she re-
moved the cup and painted with the re-
maining mass, increasing the endurance
of her gestures. For the 2012–13 ab-
stract and semi-abstract oil paintings in
this show, titled “Confluence,” Stern-
berger coupled this approach with tradi-
tional brushwork. The results were
dramatic—broad, luxuriant smears
against quick slashes and jots, offering a
balance between serenity and nervous
energy.  
In some works, lines and shapes con-

geal into recognizable objects—a
woman’s shoe in Amble, a mason jar in
Mason, and a champagne cork popping
in Release. But the strongest composi-
tions are those with ambiguous forms
that lend themselves to the viewer’s
imagination and projection. In Segue
Blue and Sojourn, kernels of form float
atop a nuanced background, the shapes
relating in dynamic spatial dialogue. The
artist set up two earth-toned masses in
horizontal opposition to one another in
Make Believe. The passageway of nega-
tive space between them recalls the
almost-touching-but-not-quite fingers
of God and Adam in Michelangelo’s
iconic Creation of Adam.
Though Sternberger used her signature

palette of periwinkle and gunmetal blues
for the paintings in this show, they were
less architectonically structured, and more
buoyant and ethereal, than her past
works—perhaps owing to the greater
freedom afforded by the artist’s new
technique. Her intuitive deployment of
gesture to stoke emotional resonance in
the viewer places her squarely within the
ongoing lineage of Abstract Expression-
ists and Color Field painters.

—Richard Speer

Jonathan Perlowsky, The Cimmerian Legend of Baby
Blue, 2013, lacquer on birch, 80'' x 48''. Morrison.

Ariel Freiberg, Shake Fork, 2012, 
oil on linen, 24'' x 24''. Miller Yezerski.

Barbara Sternberger, Mason, 2013, 
oil on canvas, 20'' x 20". Elizabeth Leach.
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Healing Visions

The Art of Caring

By Amy Kepferle

Wednesday, January 30, 2019

Nine years ago, the first “Healing through Art” exhibition at Bellingham’s PeaceHealth St. Joseph
Hospital proved that medical personnel weren’t the only ones capable of helping patients and
their loved ones on the journey to wellness.

Curator Linda Gardner says that initial display—which featured works by iconic Pacific
Northwest painter and sculptor Guy Anderson—was the stepping stone to a successful series
that started when a member of the PeaceHealth board asked her to help bring fine art to the
hospital in an attempt to brighten otherwise dull spaces and create a healing environment for
patients, visitors and staff.

“Many people loved the show, but there were some who called into question the
appropriateness of pieces which included nudity,” Gardner says.

“I love the memo that then went out to all medical center caregivers from the Chief Executive at
the time. It included these lines: ‘I love seeing pharmacists, housekeepers, nurses and visitors
standing together talking about how they feel about a painting. I love that we are talking, and
that the paintings will change and that we will have continuing opportunities to have
conversations about the art on the wall.’”

Nearly a decade later, those dialogues around the bimonthly art shows have continued, the
hospital’s permanent art collection has expanded in a big way, and many of the region’s major
artistic talents have shown their work in the hallways, cafes, waiting rooms and entryways of
PeaceHealth.

When the “Art of Caring” opens Thurs., Jan. 31 with a reception in the hospital’s Grounds and
Grains Cafe, the event will bring home the sheer amount of talent that has gone into the
“Healing Through Art” series.

The group show will feature works by 33 regional fine artists who have previously participated
in the program—including (deep breath) Chuck Bankuti, Gerald Baron, Susan Bennerstrom,
Lloyd Blakeley, Jane Burns, Nancy Canyon, R. R. Clark, Douglas Clark, Annie Howell Adams, Mary
Ennes Davis, Caryn Friedlander, Trish Harding, Jenny Jansen, Sandra Lepper, Lorna Libert, Lanny
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Little, Dana Mattson, Steve Mayo, Ann Morris, Terry Nelson, Dave Nichols, Jim Orvik, Lynne
Oulman, James Lapp, Jim Papp, Ron Pattern, Alan Sanders, David Scherrer, Cathy Schoenberg,
Barbara Sternberger, Robin Wassong, E. V. Wick, and Thomas Wood.

“The artists who have shown at the medical center believe in the importance of contributing to
the culture of our community,” Gardner says. “They have been positive and generous in their
participation in the exhibits. It is clear that they realize the importance of fine art in the hospital
setting and the effect it has on our community.”

Additionally, Gardner points out, the PeaceHealth St. Joseph Medical Foundation and a number
of generous donors have provided the financial support that has made the program possible
and helped expand the permanent collection.

The “Art of Caring” shows through March 30, so if a planned surgery or an unforeseen accident
doesn’t bring you through the doors of PeaceHealth by that date, make sure and get to the
hospital before then to peruse and possibly purchase the works.

“It is exciting to see such an abundance of talent in one show,” Gardner says. “Due to the
unusually large number of featured artists, this is a major opportunity for the community to get
a taste of the many artists that our region enjoys.” 

Please note that the image by painter Dale Gottlieb in the print version of this story will not be
available for sale at the “Art of Caring” exhibit. The work belongs to the hospital, and is in their
permanent collection.
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